Intelligent
Medical Imaging

The Innotech

SMART X-Ray Solution™

SMART Design
The Innotech’s SMART X-Ray solutions™ are truly plug and play. Our advanced technology pulls all the imaging
components together to create an intelligent and synchronized system immediately ready to complete workflow with
the touch of a screen. This allows the operating professional to focus on patient experience while knowing workflow
has reached optimum efficiency with the imaging solution ready at their fingertips.

Quick and easy Installation
Innotech’s SMART X-Ray Solutions™ are designed to bring your workflow
to your fingertips while being easy to set up, easy to use and easy to
maintain. They have a 4-way floating top with prominent urine track that
is easy to keep clean. Our SMART X-Ray Solutions™ also have a
push-to-open tray feature to make panel installation fast and easy. The
compact design is easy to install and relocate yet it ensures the table is
completely stable when in use.

Device options

Features
• Optional SMART IoT platform ensures technical support can perform tube calibration, panel calibration,
troubleshooting and repair remotely while also providing automatic updates. Our solutions also ensure users have the
capability to leverage future advances that we bring to the workflow.
• All full SMART X-Ray Solutions™ have a 4-way float top (60x28in) with a prominent urine track that is easy to keep
clean. Our tables also have a push-to-open tray feature to make panel installation fast and easy.
• Easy to install: The entire unit is on rolling wheels, with a removable front panel and quick mounting bracket for
collimator. Our low input amperage generator is the smart power behind our full imaging solution.
• Easy to use: Our patented ATD technology determines safest x-ray exposure with optimum image quality and ensure
efficient workflow.
• Easy to maintain: A high level of self-diagnosis greatly increases serviceability and reduces down-time. Our remote
calibration and maintenance features eliminate the need for onsite technicians or service engineers.

SMART Panda Series™
The Smart Panda Series™ allows us to help create a positive
environment and atmosphere by removing the harsh mechanical
presence of imaging equipment and creating a more comfortable
experience for those involved in the clinical process. A happier
atmosphere helps everyone feel at ease and better about what is going
• Our Panda imaging solution™ incorporates the innovation and
technology that Innotech is known for. This series incorporates our latest
workstation with our smart generator and smart collimator technology
to present an Intelligent Imaging Solution™, further creating a positive
environment with improved workflow.
• This series includes our 4-way floating top (60x28in) that is easy to
adjust and easy to keep clean. The design also has an easy
push-to-open tray for the flat panel detector.
• The Smart Panda Series™ integrate with any flat panel detector.
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